The Year The SATS Were Cancelled

For the past month we've been told to stay inside unless we need to go shopping because of the huge Chicken Girls also , we have no SATS because the Chicken Girls ate them ... Scientists have worked very hard to figure out where thyt have came from but no one could figure it out so they dicided to make one thing ... A giant ginger cat named Gizmo . It has to hunt the Chicken Girls down and and take the SATS off them so we can do our SATS properly . 
A cat got one chicken but the other chicken knocked  down a cat ! The chicken ran for miles with the cat getting closer and closer so he went in a magical wizzard shop and asked for a shrinking potion . The wizzard said yes and handed the potion to the chicken but instead of paying he ran again . Now he had 2 different people chasing after him , the chicken hid and drank the potion , he felt safe since he was little but then he remembered somthing , cats have a great sence of smell , the cat can still find him with his sence of smell . so he ran again the cat right behind him, he done skids and slides dodging the cats swinging paws until he went into the little crevis in the cliff side . When the cat got to the cliff crevis he realised his paw was too big so he asked the wizzard for help .
He grabed his magical staff and split the cliff in half so the chicken had no choice but to just give up . 
he payed the wizzard back and gave the SATS back so we were all aloud out and they became best friends !!
This is from cloey 1 day after that tragedy.



